“Evangelize-Java”-Tour
JAVA USA TOUR 2017

Bringing Java and Cloud to Your City!

Tour
Traveling in a RV
Meeting
Developers!
... of course a lot of Java content...
Developer Career

Bruno Souza @brjavaman · May 14
Working alone, feeling you are not growing enough? You probably aren't...
See some things you can do!
#JavaTourUSA

Don't do it alone! #JavaTourUSA - day 7
What if I usually work alone? In this video I respond the question of Scott. Working alone will reduce your chances of improving, so, you need to find ways o...
youtube.com

Bruno Souza @brjavaman · May 8
A @Java dev career tip everyday!
Just one of the many things we'll do on the #JavaTourUSA!
Today: Changing Careers

Changing Careers? #JavaTourUSA - day 2
Ever thought about changing careers or changing important parts of your career or knowledge?
youtube.com
... more fun